Abstract: In a wait-free model any number of processes may crash. A process runs solo when it computes its local output without receiving any communication from other processes, either because they crashed or they are too slow. While in wait-free shared-memory models at most one process may run solo in an execution, any number of processes may have to run solo in an asynchronous wait-free message-passing model. This paper is on the computability power of models in which several processes may concurrently run solo. It first introduces a family of round-based wait-free models, called the d-solo models, 1 ≤ d ≤ n, where up to d processes may run solo. The paper gives then a characterization of the colorless tasks that can be solved in each d-solo model. These results establish for the first time a hierarchy of wait-free models weaker than the basic read/write model, that are nevertheless still strong enough to solve many tasks. The new failure model, based on taking into account solo executions, has message passing as well as shared-memory instantiations.
Introduction
Distributed computability The computability power of a distributed model depends on its communication, timing, and failure assumptions. A basic result is the impossibility to solve consensus in an asynchronous read/write or message-passing system even if only one process may crash [14, 24] . When looking at the communication medium and assuming asynchronous processes prone to crash failures, a read/write system and a message-passing system have the same computability power if and only if less than half of the processes may crash [1] . If a majority of the processes may crash, the message passing model is weaker than the shared memory model because partitions can occur.
The power of a model has been studied in detail with respect to tasks, which are the distributed equivalent of a function in sequential computing. Each process gets only one part of the input, and after communicating with the others, decides on an output value, such that collectively, the various local outputs produced by the processes respect the task specification, which is defined from the local inputs of the processes. This paper concentrates on the class of colorless tasks (e.g., [4, 6, 18, 19, 20] ), where the specification is in terms of possible inputs and outputs, but without referring to which process gets which input or produces which output. Among the previously studied notable tasks, many are colorless, such as consensus [14] , set agreement [9] , approximate agreement [11] and loop agreement [19] , while some are not, like renaming [2, 8] . Wait-freedom and solo execution This paper considers wait-free distributed asynchronous crash-prone computation models. Wait-free has two (complementary) meanings. First, it means the model allows up to n − 1 processes to crash, where n is total number of processes. The term wait-freedom is also used to state a liveness condition, that requires every non-faulty process to progress in its computation and eventually decide (i.e., compute a result) whatever the behavior of the other processes [17] .
In a wait-free model where processes must satisfy the wait-freedom liveness condition, a process has to make progress in its computation even in the extreme case where all other processes have crashed, or are too slow, and consequently be forced to decide without knowing their input values. Hence, for each process, there are executions where this process perceives itself as being the only process participating in the computation.
More generally, we say that a process executes solo if it computes its local output without knowing the input values of the other processes. Two extreme wait-free models: shared memory and message passing In a model where processes communicate by reading and writing to shared registers, at most one process can run solo in the same execution. This is because, while a process is running solo, its writes and reads from the shared memory, and once it finishes its computation it writes to the memory its decision. Any other process that starts running, will be able to read the history left by the solo process in the memory.
When considering message-passing communication, all processes may have to run solo concurrently in the extreme case, where messages are arbitrarily delayed, and each process perceives the other processes as having crashed. Only tasks that can be solved without communication can be computed in this model. Investigating the computability power of intermediary models The aim of the paper is to study the computability power of asynchronous models in which several processes may run solo in the same execution. More precisely, assuming that up to d processes may run solo, the paper addresses the following questions:
• How to define a computation model in which up to d processes may run solo?
• Which tasks can be computed in such a model?
Our aim is to study these questions in a clean theoretical framework, and investigate for the first time models weaker than the basic wait-free read/write model. However, we hope that our results might be relevant to other intermediate models, such as distributed models over fixed or wireless networks, and models where processes communicate via multi-writer/multi-reader registers, when the number of registers is smaller than the number of processes [10] .
To simplify the technical development, following [5] , the paper develops a theoretical framework based on a roundbased, iterated model (IIS) that has been proved useful in many other papers, (e.g., [29] ). Processes execute an infinite sequence of asynchronous rounds and communicate through specific objects called immediate snapshot objects. An immediate snapshot object is a high-level read/write object such that a new object is associated with each round and, when it executes round r, a process can access only the object associated with round r. A main interest of the IIS model is that, from a task computability point of view, it has the same power as the read/write wait-free model [5] . Also, the topology of the IIS model is easier to analyze, establishing a good foundation to analyze task solvability in various distributed computing models (e.g., [21] ). Contributions of the paper The following results provide some answers to the previous questions:
• The definition of a family of d-solo models, each parameterized with an integer d, 1 ≤ d ≤ n. The 1-solo model corresponds to the IIS model (which is equivalent to the read/write wait-free model [5] ), while the n-solo model corresponds to the round-based wait-free message-passing model. The (d, ǫ)-solo approximate agreement problem is a generalization of approximate agreement [11] . The input of each process consists of a point in the Euclidean space R N (N ≥ d). The validity property states that each process p i has to decide a point which is in the convex hull of all the input points. The agreement property states that at most d processes may decide any point in the convex hull of the input points (let CH be the convex hull defined by these at most d points), while the other processes have to decide values whose distance to CH is at most ǫ. Actually, the convex hull of solo processes is an "attractor" for the set of decided values.
When d = 1, validity and agreement imply that the Euclidean distance between any pair of points decided by the processes has to be upper bounded by a predefined constant. Thus, (1, ǫ)-solo approximate agreement problem in R m is essentially the problem that has been recently considered in the context of t Byzantine failures and asynchronous message-passing systems [26, 33] , where it is shown that it can be solved iff n > t(m + 2).
Consider the application described in [26] , where n asynchronous robots move in a common d-dimensional space (CORDA model where d ∈ {2, 3} [15, 28] ). The initial position of a robot constitutes its input value. The algorithm described in [26] directs the robots to meet within the convex hull of their initial positions, and the final distance between any two of them is upper bounded by some predefined constant. In our d-solo model, any algorithm solving the (d, ǫ)-solo approximate agreement problem allows up to d robots to remain input-isolated and hence are allowed to remain at their initial positions (they permanently commit "receive omission" failures), while the distance of any other non-faulty robot to the convex hull of the solo robots is at most ǫ.
The colorless tasks that are solvable in the wait-free iterated immediate snapshot (IIS) model have been characterized in [20] . Due to the simulations in [5, 16] , the characterization holds for the usual read/write wait-free model (and in fact extends to t-resilient models by [6] ). Section 4 extends the characterization of [20] to the d-solo model, 1 ≤ d ≤ n. Our characterization in terms of colorless algorithms permits the use of standard subdivisions, instead of chromatic subdivisions used in previous papers. We believe colorless algorithms are interesting in themselves, and indeed, for d = 1, if a colorless task is solvable, it is solvable by a colorless algorithm. For d > 1 we defer the proof that colorless algorithms and general algorithms can solve a very similar class of tasks.
One of the central results of topology is the Simplicial Approximation Theorem [27] , which establishes what is a "discrete version" of a continuous map. This theorem is also central for the wait-free characterization theorem of [22] and t-resilient extension (e.g., [20] ). However, this theorem cannot be used in a d-solo model, d > 1, because it is no longer the case that the diameter of the simplexes in a subdivision is reduced. Not even the Relative Simplicial Approximation Theorem [34] can be directly used. Roadmap The paper is composed of 7 sections. Section 2 introduces base definitions, the communication objects, and the d-solo model. Section 3 investigates colorless tasks in the d-solo model, while Section 4 focuses on what can be computed in the presence of concurrent solo executions. Then, Section 5 defines the (d, ǫ)-solo approximate agreement problem, shows that it can be solved in the d-solo model and cannot in the (d + 1)-solo model, thereby defining a strict hierarchy of distributed computing models. Section 6 is on the relation between d-set agreement and (d, ǫ)-solo approximate agreement in wait-free message-passing systems. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper. Topology notions relevant to the paper, and additional technical developments are given in appendices. 2 Tasks, Processes, Communication Object, and Iterated Model Tasks A task is a one-shot distributed computing problem specified in terms of an input/output relation ∆. Each process starts with a private input value and must eventually compute a private output value. The task specifies the possible initial configurations. An initial configuration I specifies the input value of each process. Similarly, the output values produced by the processes in an execution represents an output configuration O.
A task (I, O, ∆) is defined by a set of input configurations I, a set of possible output configurations O, and a relation ∆ which specifies which output configurations O ∈ O are correct for each input I ∈ I. A more formal description appears in Section 3.1 and in previous papers such as in [21, 22] . Processes The system model is made up of n asynchronous (deterministic) sequential processes, p 1 , . . . , p n , which proceed in in asynchronous rounds. The index i of process p i is sometimes used to denote p i . Up to n − 1 processes may crash. Once a process crashes, it never recovers. We say the model is wait-free. Rounds and communication objects A communication object CO[r] is associated with each round r and this object is the only means for the processes to communicate during round r. The rounds are communication-closed [12] which means that, when a process executes a round, it can communicate with other processes only through the object associated with this round.
More precisely, CO[r] is a one-shot object (i.e., each process accesses it only once) which provides the processes with a single operation denoted communicate(i, v), where v is the value that the invoking process p i wants to communicate to the other processes during round r. Such an invocation returns to p i a set of pairs (process identity, value) deposited into CO[r] by other processes during round r. Iterated model Each process p i executes the algorithm skeleton described in Figure 1 , where the local computation parts are related to the particular task that is solved. The local variable r i is the local round number, ℓs i contains p i 's local state, while view i contains all the pairs (j, ℓs j ) communicated to p i during the current round. The local transition function δ i () defines the new local state of p i according to its previous local state and the pairs (j, ℓs j ) it has obtained from CO d [r] (the parameter d is explained below in Section 2.1). To solve a task, it is necessarily to instantiate accordingly δ i (), the predicate decision() and the function dec_val(): decision() allows p i to decide, while dec_val() allows it to compute the decided value. As we are interested in computability and not efficiency, we assume a full information algorithm, i.e., at the end of each round r i , ℓs i contains the value of view i , and δ i can be task independent. However, we will see in Section 3 that in some cases, tasks can be solved without communicating all a process knows.
(01) r i ← 0; ℓs i ← initial local state; (02) loop forever r i ← r i + 1; 
Communication object
The communication objects Definition The behavior of every object CO d is defined as follows. Considering an execution during which each of the n processes {p 1 , . . . , p n } accesses the object (at most once) using its local state ℓs i as input, one can represent this execution by an ordered partition, i.e., a tuple of non-empty sets (P 1 , . . . , P z ) such that (1) for any distinct i, j ∈ {1, . . . , z}: P i ∩ P j = ∅, and (2)
From an operational view, the ordered partition (P 1 , . . . , P z ) describes the sequence of concurrent accesses to the object CO d . The behavior of CO d is defined from a d-ordered partition, where a d-ordered partition is an ordered partition (π 1 , . . . , π z ′ ) such that 0 ≤ |π 1 | ≤ d (the size of the first set of the partition can be 0 and cannot exceed d). More precisely, the d-ordered partition (π 1 , . . . , π z ′ ) associated with CO d is: 
This means that the view of each process p i belonging to π 1 (where 0 ≤ |π 1 | ≤ d) contains only its own contribution, namely the pair (i, ls i ). Differently, the view of a process p i in π x , where x > 1, contains all the pairs (j, ℓs j ) deposited in CO d by the processes p j of the sets π y such that y ≤ x. Thus, each process of π 1 appears as executing solo, while each other process of a set p x , x = 1, sees the contributions provided (a) by all the processes p i belonging to the "previous" sets π y (y < x), and (b) by all the processes from its "concurrency" set π x . (The immediate snapshot object described in [4] implements
Object properties Given an object CO d , the next properties follows from its definition.
Examples of communication objects
Considering a system of n = 3 processes, this section describes two communication objects, corresponding to the cases d = 1, and d = n − 1 = 2. (Their aim is also to show connection between these objects and topology.) .communicate(j, −)) is such that (i, ℓs i ) ∈ view j . On the contrary, the absence of an arrow from p i to p j means that (i, ℓs i ) / ∈ view j . In the topology parlance, the internal triangles are simplexes defining the possible subdivision of the (external triangle which defines the) complex associated with the execution at the beginning of round r.
The possible sets π 1 that can appear during an execution of CO 1 [r] are indicated for each small triangle (simplex) on the figure at the left. To simplify the notation, let v i = ℓs i [r − 1]. As an example, the small triangle as the center corresponds to the case where π 1 = ∅ and
For the three triangles at the bottom of the figure at the left, we have the following:
• Small triangle at the left side:
• Small triangle in the middle:
• Small triangle on the right side:
It is easy to see that the previous iterated computation model, where the communication objects are instantiated with d = 1, is nothing more than the iterated immediate snapshot model introduced in [4] . It has been shown in [5] that, from a task solvability point of view, this model is equivalent to the base wait-free asynchronous read/write model [17] .
The possible behaviors of CO 2 [r] are represented on the right side of Figure 2 . The new behaviors added to the ones of CO 1 [r] are represented in the middle of Figure 2 (the figure at the right is consequently the "addition" to the figure at the left of the possible behaviors described in the middle).
The new additional values for π 1 are described on the figure in the middle. The case π 1 = {1, 3} that appears at the bottom of the figure represents the execution in which each of p 1 and p 3 executes as if it was alone: none of them sees the pair value communicated by the other. Differently p 3 sees both of them. Hence, this triangle represents the additional execution where
It is easy to see that this model is weaker than the base wait-free asynchronous read/write model: in the execution corresponding to the bottom triangle where π 1 = {1, 3}, none of p 1 and p 3 "writes" its pair before the other. More generally, if d = n, the object CO n [r] gives an account wait-free message-passing executions where, due to message asynchrony and process crashes, it is possible that an arbitrary number of processes do not receive messages from the other processes.
A spectrum of solo models
It follows from their definition that CO d is stronger (more constraining) than CO d+1 in the sense that the subdivided complex of CO d is included the one of C d+1 . From an operational point of view, this means that CO d includes "more synchrony" than CO d+1 .
The d-solo model The generic framework described in Figure 
Let ARW n,n−1 denote the base wait-free (asynchronous) read/write model. It follows from the fact that (for task solvability) the IIS model and ARW n,n−1 have the same computability power [5] , and IIS is nothing more than ACS 1 n,n−1 , that we have ARW n,n−1 ≃ T ACS 1 n,n−1 . Let AMP n,n−1 denote the classical (non-iterated) message-passing system where up to (n − 1) processes may crash. As all processes except one may crash and communication is asynchronous (hence messages can be arbitrarily delayed), the tasks that can be solved in AMP n,n−1 are the tasks that can be wait-free solved without communication. But, this set of tasks is exactly the set of tasks that can be solved in ACS n n,n−1 . Hence, ACS n n,n−1 ≃ T AMP n,n−1 . It follows from the definition of the communication objects CO d and CO d+1 that any task solvable in ACS d+1 n,n−1 is solvable in ACS d n,n−1 . We have consequently the following hierarchy of models:
We will see in Section 5 that A T B can be replaced by A ≻ T B (all the tasks solvable in B are solvable in A, and there is at least one task solvable in A and not in B).
Colorless Tasks and the d-Solo Model
This section focuses on colorless tasks that can be solved in the d-solo model. After having defined colorless tasks it shows that, for these tasks, one can use a restricted form of the algorithm in 
Colorless tasks
A colorless task is a special kind of task where the processes cannot use their ids during the computation. This implies that the task specification is not in terms of ids. A colorless task specifies which sets of values are valid input configurations, and which are valid output decisions, but not which value is assigned to which process. Thus, a process may adopt the input value or the output value of another process.
Formally, a colorless task is a triple (I * , O * , ∆ * ), where I * is a colorless input complex, O * is a colorless output complex, and ∆ * : I * → 2 O * is a carrier map. A colorless complex is a family of sets, over some basic set of values, such that if a set is in the complex, then all its subsets are also in the complex. A set in the complex is called a simplex. Simplexes of size 1, are called vertices, and of size 2, edges. Indeed, a graph is a 1-dimensional complex. In the case of a colorless complex, a vertex is just a value, either an input or an output value, while in a colored complex, a vertex is a pair of values, one is a process id, and the other is an input our output value. If σ is an input simplex in I * , the carrier map ∆ * (σ) is a subcomplex of O * satisfying monotonicity: ∀σ, σ
Operationally, the meaning of a colorless task is the following. If σ ∈ I * , then the processes can start an execution with input values from σ; different processes may propose the same vertex or different vertices from σ. Processes eventually decide (not necessarily distinct) vertices that belong to the same output simplex τ ∈ O * , such that τ ∈ ∆ * (σ). If the system consists of n processes, then the processes can start with at most n different input values, and hence, processes will never start on a simplex σ of I of dimension greater than n − 1 (the dimension of σ is |σ| − 1). Thus, for n processes, only the simplexes of I of dimension ≤ n − 1 are relevant, i.e., the n − 1 skeleton of I, denoted Skel n−1 I. For example, in a system of two processes, n = 2, only the 1-skeleton of I is of interest, which is the graph consisting of the vertices and 1-simplices of I.
The most famous colorless task is k-set agreement. Every process proposes a value, from some base set of possible input values, D. Each process that does not crash has to decide a value (termination), such that a decided value is a proposed value (validity), and at most k different values are decided (agreement). This may be called the |D|-dimensional version of set agreement. The task version for n processes is trivial if |D| ≤ k, and wait-free unsolvable in a read/write system if |D| > k, provided n > k [4, 22, 32] .
In the figure on the right the 2-set agreement colorless task is illustrated, over 3 possible input values, D = {a, b, c}. The input complex I * consists of all sets over D, while the output complex O * consists of all sets over D of size at most 2, which is the boundary of I * , denoted ∂I * . The carrier map sends a simplex σ in
Colorless algorithms
A colorless algorithm is an algorithm in the form of Figure 1 , but where the local computation made by δ i in line (4) is very restricted. Although a colorless algorithm is not as powerful as an algorithm with no restrictions, it simplifies that exposition, and in the full version we show that they can solve a similar class of colorless tasks. Informally, in a colorless algorithm processes behave in an anonymous 1 way: they never use their ids in the computation. In each round, processes consider the shared memory as if it is a set. In each round, a process deposits its input in the set, and gets back a view of the contents of the set. If two processes deposit the same value in the set, only one copy is stored. When a process gets back a set of values, there is no information of which process deposited which value. A process "forgets" which is its own value in the set. The set of values that a process receives at the end of a round, becomes its input to the next round.
Formally, in an execution, the initial local state of a process p i is a vertex v i of I * , and is assigned in line 1 to ℓs i . Furthermore, the set of all initial states v i (not necessarily distinct) is a simplex σ of I * . We may write, σ = {ℓs 1 [0], . . . , ℓs n [0]}, where ℓs i [0] denotes the initial value of ℓs i . Notice that |σ| may be less than n because different processes may start with the same input value.
The local transition δ i eliminates process ids. Namely, during any round r and for any process p i , if we denote by ℓs i [r] the value of ℓs i at the end of round r, in line 3 of the algorithm, view i is assigned the value returned by the invocation
, and this value is a set of pairs
. . , i k , but when the function δ i is applied to this set it returns a set σ
We assume every process executes the same number of rounds, R ≥ 0, and in the last round, produces an output value dec_val(ℓs i ) (all processes use the same function dec_val).
For an R round colorless algorithm in the d-dimensional model, the algorithm complex is defined as follows. For each input simplex σ ∈ I * , the subcomplex P * (σ) represents the executions r where all processes start with inputs from σ (at least one process starts with each of the vertices in σ). Moreover, in the algorithm complex for the ddimensional model we do not want to include the (d − 1)-dimensional model, so we consider only runs where the processes that in a round see more than one process, they see at least d + 1 processes. The complex P * (σ) contains a top dimensional simplex τ = {ℓs i } for each such R round execution of the algorithm starting in σ, where the vertices ℓs i of τ are the values of ℓs i [r] at the end of this execution, for each process p i (without repetitions, as the simplex is a set). The complex P * is the union of P * (σ) over all σ ∈ I * . It is easy to prove that P * (·) is a strict carrier map from I * to the algorithm complex P * . For example, if |σ| = 1, say σ = {v}, then P * (σ) consists of only one vertex: every process starts with the same input value, v, and in each runs sees always the same set, {v}, so after executing R rounds, every process decides the same value, v ′ . Thus, P * (σ) = {v}. We will explain the significance of the next lemma later on, when we discuss subdivisions.
Lemma 1
* . The simplexes of P * (σ) are of the form τ = {τ 1 , . . . , τ z }, where each τ i ⊆ σ, and there is an l,
Proof Each simplex τ associated to a sequence of faces F 0 , . . . , F z and to an integer l as above, corresponds to an allowed behavior for the object CO d . Namely the one represented by the d-ordered set partition ( (2) and (3) imply that the sets of the partition are pairwise disjoint Reciprocally, if (π 1 , . . . , π z ) corresponds to an allowed behavior for the object CO d , then one can build a sequence of faces (F 1 , . . . , F z+l−1 ) by choosing l = |{ℓs i , p i ∈ π 1 }|, {F 1 , . . . , F l } = {{ℓs i }, p i ∈ π 1 } and ∀i, l < i < z + l − 1 :
ℓs j . The properties of the communication object CO d ensure that l ≤ |π 1 | ≤ d, but also that the properties (2) and (3) hold. Consequently the simplex τ whose vertices are the faces
If P * (·) is a carrier map from I * to the algorithm complex P * , and dec_val is a simplicial map from P * to O * , we say that dec_val is carried by ∆ * if for each σ ∈ I * and each τ ∈ P * (σ), the simplex dec_val(τ ) belongs to ∆ * (σ).
Lemma 2 If the colorless task (I * , O * , ∆ * ) is solvable by a colorless algorithm then there exists an algorithm complex P * , and a simplicial map dec_val from P * to O * that is carried by ∆ * .
Proof The output value decided by a process in line 5 is based on ℓs i , which is a set of values, with no process ids. If the r-round colorless algorithm solves the colorless task (I * , O * , ∆ * ), at the end of the r-th round, processes have to decide an output value, by executing dec_val(ℓs i ) in line 5. The result of dec_val(ℓs i ) is a vertex in O * . Different processes may decide different vertices as long as they belong to the same simplex τ of O * . Moreover, if σ ∈ I * is the input simplex of the execution, the output simplex τ must be in ∆ * (σ), to satisfy the task's specification. ✷ Lemma 2
(d, R)-Subdivision and (d, R)-agreement tasks
The (d, R)-subdivision task Which is the simplest task a colorless algorithm can solve in the d-dimensional model? It is the task solved when each process executes R rounds, then stops, and its decision function is the identity! Namely, dec_val(ℓs i ) = ℓs i i.e. a process decides the set of values ℓs i [R] it retrieves from the communication object during the R th round. Given any input complex I * and any integer R ≥ 0, we call this task the (d, R)-subdivision task over I * . The output complex O * of this task is of course equal to the algorithm complex P * , with the simplicial map dec_val being the identity.
For the carrier map, ∆ * (σ) includes all simplexes τ that correspond to executions starting in σ, i.e., ∆ * (σ) = P * (σ). In particular, for R = 0, I * = O * , and ∆ * is the identity carrier map, which sends a simplex σ to the complex consisting of σ and all its faces (which we often denote by σ, abusing notation).
By definition, the (d, R)-subdivision task over I * is solvable in the d-dimensional model, and moreover, by a colorless algorithm. In fact, it is the basic building block to solve every other colorless task, as shown in Theorem 1. We will justify the name "subdivision task" when we see how to specify the task without resorting to executions of some model in Section 3.4. The (d, R)-agreement task When the vertices of I * are points in Euclidean space, the (d, R)-subdivision task can be used directly to solve a task that we call (d, R)-agreement task over I * , which is defined combinatorially in Section 5. In the (d, R)-subdivision task, processes propose sets of values in each round. We can encode such a set of values as its barycenter b, and then the process can directly propose b. We shall see in Section 5, that, although both tasks are essentially the same, when we work with barycenters processes compute output values distant of less than ǫ from the polytope formed by the values decided by processes that run solo, and we can make ǫ as small as we want, by choosing a large enough value of R.
Operationally, the (d, R)-agreement task over I * is defined as follows. Processes execute R rounds of a colorless algorithm in the d-dimensional model. In each round r, each process p i computes its value ℓs i [r] that will be the input to the next round, in line 4 of the algorithm, by taking the barycenter of the values that it gets back from the object in line 3. The barycenter computed in round R is the output of of the process.
The structure of colorless algorithms
The structure of a colorless complex is explained in terms of subdivisions (Appendix A). Examples of subdivisions of a simplex are illustrated on the figure that follows at the right of the page.
Perhaps the simplest subdivision is the stellar subdivision. Given a complex (abusively denoted σ m ) consisting of an msimplex σ m = {s 0 , . . . , s m } and all its faces, the complex Stel(σ m , b) is constructed by taking a cone with apex b over the boundary complex ∂σ m The barycentric subdivision, Bary σ m , is perhaps the most widely used in topology. A simplex τ is in Bary σ m if and only if there exists a sequence σ 0 ⊂ . . . ⊂ σ z of faces of σ m , and the set of vertices of τ is the set of the barycenters of the these faces, denotedσ i , 0 ≤ i ≤ z. The next lemma follows from the fact that the construction of Div d in Figure 3 corresponds exactly to the description given in Lemma 1, and the fact in the system there are n processes, so they can start with at most n different input values (so only the input simplexes in I * of dimension at most n − 1 are relevant).
Lemma 3 If P *
R is the R-round algorithm complex of a colorless algorithm in the d-solo model with input complex I * , then P * R is an R-iterated, d-dimensional subdivision of the n − 1 skeleton of I * .
Returning to the (d, R)-subdivision task, we can now justify its name, simply by recalling that its output complex is equal to the algorithm complex:
Lemma 4 The (d, R)-subdivision task over I * for n processes is a triple (I * , O * , ∆ * ), where O * is the R-iterated, d-dimensional subdivision of the n − 1 skeleton of I * , and ∆ * is equal to the corresponding subdivision carrier map.
What Can Be Computed in the Presence of Concurrent Solo Executions?
This section presents a characterization of the colorless tasks that can be solved in each one of the d-solo models.
The general case
Consider an r round colorless algorithm that solves the colorless task (I * , O * , ∆ * ). At the end of the r-th round, processes have to decide an output value, by executing dec_val(ℓs i ) in line 5. The result of dec_val(ℓs i ) is a vertex in O * , and different processes may decide different vertices as long as they belong to the same simplex of O * . This means that dec_val is a simplicial map from P * r to O * . Moreover, dec_val is carried by ∆ * , in the sense that for σ ∈ I * , dec_val(P * r (σ)) ⊆ ∆ * (σ), which means that for any input simplex σ, any r round execution ends in a simplex τ of P * r , and the decision that the processes make in τ , form an output simplex dec_val(τ ) of O * . This output simplex dec_val(τ ) must be in ∆ * (σ), to satisfy the task's specification. Our main characterization theorem is about which colorless tasks T * = (I * , O * , ∆ * ) are solvable with n processes in the d-solo model by a colorless algorithm. There are colorless tasks that are not solvable by a colorless algorithm, yet they are solvable (with n processes in the d-solo model, d > 1). To explain this we need to recall that the structure of an algorithm complex in the wait-free iterated model (our model with d = 1) is a chromatic subdivision of the input chromatic complex [23] . A chromatic subdivision is constructed similarly to the algorithm in Figure 3 , taking cones repeatedly, except that now we have to take chromatic cones ( [7] , Definition 37). The d-dimensional chromatic subdivision of a chromatic complex I holds the (d − 1)-skeleton of I fixed. It corresponds to an algorithm complex of a one round algorithm in the d-dimensional model. In Figure 4 there is an example of an input complex I * and a colorless algorithm complex for 1 and 2 rounds, in the d = 2 solo model (hence edges are not subdivided). In contrast, when the algorithm is chromatic, each vertex must be labeled with a value and a process id. In Figure 5 we see that even each input simplex σ is chromatic (labeled with ids), and the algorithm complex for d = 2 is also chromatic, and is constructed by inserting a triangle (instead of a vertex) in the place of the barycenter, and taking the chromatic cone. In the triangle, each vertex is labeled with an id, and the values the process sees after one round. The task T * imp of Figure 7 illustrates the difficulty in using the Simplicial Approximation Theorem, or even the Relative Simplicial Approximation Theorem, as in previous papers such as [20] , to relate the characterization of Theorem 1 to the existence of a continuous function. Notice that there is a continuous function f from |I * | to |O * | that respects the task specification of T * imp and moreover, f is simplicial on the 1 skeleton of I * , so the Relative Simplicial Approximation Theorem says there is a subdivision of I * that does not modify its 1-skeleton, and where a simplicial map can be constructed to O * , however, the subdivision would subdivide internal edges that cannot be subdivided by an algorithm in the model with d = 2. We explore this issue further in a sequel paper. However, for d = 1, indeed every simplex is subdivided, and hence the diameter of every simplex is reduced each time a new subdivision is taken. Thus we can prove the following characterization, which is the same as the one in [20] , except that it shows that colorless algorithms can be used without loss of generality, for colorless tasks, when d = 1. 
Since the two maps are homotopic relative to this skeleton, the homotopy is a straight line in the carrier of points not in the skeleton, we have that ϕ is carried by ∆ * . Thus, condition 3 implies condition 2. Finally, assume there is a algorithm (not necessarily colorless) that solves T * = (I * , O * , ∆ * ) with n processes in the d-solo model. We prove that condition 3 of the theorem holds. Namely, there is a continuous map f : • Validity. Any output lies within the convex hull of the inputs.
• Agreement. There is a set of processes S, 1 ≤ |S| ≤ d, such that any process p i that is not in S decides a value o i (point) such that the Euclidean distance between o i and CH is at most ǫ, where CH is the convex hull of the points decided by the processes in S.
• Termination. If a process p i does not crash, it decides a value.
It follows from this definition that up to d processes are allowed to decide any set of points within the convex hull (as an example each of them may decide the point it proposes). These processes define the set S, and intuitively, the values they decide are collectively "represented" by their convex hull CH . Finally, the values decided by the other processes are constrained by the values decided by the processes in S. A said in the Introduction, the convex hull CH is an attractor for the set of decided values.
The next theorem shows that, from a task solvability point of view, the d-solo model is stronger than the (d + 1)-solo model. As Since, during each subdivision and in each d-face, a cone is built over the boundary with apex at the barycenter, the volume of the d-faces is multiplied by 1 d+1 during each subdivision. It follows that, after R subdivisions with 
(this is possible since, by hypothesis, the domain of possible inputs contains such a simplex). In the following dist(a, X) denotes the Euclidean distance between a and X, where a is a vertex, and X is a vertex, a polytope, or a hyperplane. It follows from the termination, agreement and validity properties of A that there exists a plane P of dimension (d − 2) such that ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , d} : dist(v i , P) ≤ ǫ. This is a consequence of the agreement property. Let N i be a normalized vector, orthogonal to the hyperplane P i containing the points v 1 , . . . Let λ j be such that |λ j | = max i |λ i |. We have then
Thus,
which would imply that dist(v j , P j ) ≤ 2ǫ · (d − 1), while, according to the definition of the points
is the height of a regular d − 1-simplex of edge size α) This contradicts the existence of P and thus the existence of the algorithm A.
✷ Lemma 6 The next theorem follows from the previous Lemmas 5 and 6. 
Relating d-Set Agreement and (d, ǫ)-Solo Approximate Agreement
The d-set agreement (in short d-SA) problem [9] is defined as follows. Assuming that every process proposes a value, each process that does not crash has to decide a value (termination), such that a decided value is a proposed value (validity), and at most d different values are decided (agreement). Similarly to ǫ-approximate agreement which is a weakened version of consensus, (d, ǫ)-SAA is a weakened version of d-SA. The resulting computability map is represented in Figure 8 . An arrow means that a reduction exists, while a crossed out arrow means that no reduction exists. (Let us observe that the arrows for d = n are trivial as, in this case, each process is allowed to decide the value it proposes without communicating with other processes.)
Proof Let the input of each process p i be the d-solo coordinates of a point in R d . The processes execute first a d-set agreement algorithm, at the end of which they agree on at most d points of R d . As these points have been proposed by processes, they belong to the convex hull of proposed values, and consequently satisfy the validity property of (d, ǫ)-SAA. Moreover, as no more than d different points are output by d-set agreement algorithm, they trivially satisfy the agreement property of (d, ǫ)-SAA, which concludes the proof.
✷ T heorem 4
The following theorem strengthens Lemma 6, namely, (d − 1, ǫ)-SAA cannot be solved in ACS 
Let us notice that, as ACS
Proof The proof is by contradiction. Assuming that there is an algorithm A that solves
, let us consider its executions in which the processes p d+1 , ..., p n crash before executing any step, and the messages among the processes p 1 , ..., p d are delayed until each of them has decided. each process p i , 1 ≤ i ≤ d retrieve only its own value from the CO d objects in every round. As no more than d processes invoke A, there is a subset of executions in which the behavior of each process p i , 1 ≤ i ≤ d, is indistinguishable from a solo execution. Let us observe that, in these executions of A, each process can obtain from the underlying d-SA algorithm the value it has proposed to it (i.e., in these executions, the d-SA algorithm provides none of the processes p 1 , ..., p d with new information).
The rest of the proof is then the same as the proof of Lemma 6, starting now after its first paragraph by the sentence "Hence, to show that Proof Let us first observe that ACS d n,n−1 can be simulated in ARW n,n−1 . Hence, if d-SA can be solved in ACS d n,n−1 , it can also be solved in ARW n,n−1 . But this contradicts the theorem stating that it is impossible to solve d-SA in ARW n,n−1 [4, 22, 32] , which completes the proof.
The next corollary follows from the fact that, for d < n and task solvability, (a) ACS 
Conclusion
A process executes solo when its computes its local result without knowing the input values of the other participating processes. This paper addressed round-based asynchronous wait-free executions in which up to d processes may execute solo in each round. Among several contributions, the paper presented a strict hierarchy of wait-free iterated models, called d-solo models, and a topology-based characterization of the colorless tasks which can be solved in such d-solo models, 1 ≤ d ≤ n. The paper also introduced a colorless task, denoted (d, ǫ)-solo approximate agreement (a generalization of the classic approximate agreement task), which can be solved in the d-solo model and cannot be solved in the (d + 1)-solo model.
The d-solo hierarchy is reminiscent of the t-resilient hierarchy encountered in fault-tolerant computing. Replacing the wait-free model by a t-resilient model, and considering the (x, ǫ)-solo approximate agreement problem, it would be interesting to see how are related the parameters n, t, d, and x for the problem to be solvable. inside of M, i.e., f (σ) ⊆ h(σ). We cannot demand that f and h coincide in M, because the simplexes of M are unchanged under subdivision. The relative simplicial approximation theorem due to [34] , see also [25] , states that it is possible to obtain an f that is equal to h on M and is homotopic to h. As in all approximate agreement problems (see below) the idea is to force processes to decide values that are not too far the ones from the others. But, as each process that executes solo sees only the value it proposes, it can decide only its value. Differently, the other processes see the values decided by the processes which executed solo. This motivates the definition given in Section 5. More precisely, the fact that up to d processes are allowed to decide any values in the convex hull of the proposed values is directly related to the possibility of up to d processes executing solo in an execution. This set of at most d processes defines the set S used in the definition of (d, ǫ)-SAA. As indicated, when this occurs, the values decided by these processes are collectively represented by their convex hull CH and any other process has to decide a value "not too far" from CH .
If no process executes solo, the agreement property states that the set S has nevertheless to contain at least one process: 1 ≤ |S| ≤ d (hence S has not to be confused with the operational set π 1 used in the definition of the communication objects involved in the d-solo model, Section 2.1). As the values decided by the processes in S are then within the convex hull of the proposed values, it is as these processes have executed solo.
Remark One could think to have an agreement property composed of two parts, defined as follows:
• Solo execution agreement. If at least one process executes solo, the agreement property is the one described in Section 5.
• No-solo execution agreement. If no process executes solo, the Euclidean distance between any two decided values is at most ǫ.
Unfortunately, as in the non-blocking atomic commit problem (NBAC), this definition involves the behavior of the run, which becomes an input of the problem. It follows that, as NBAC, the problem captured by this extended definition is not a task (a task is defined by an application from input vectors to output vectors and this application has to be independent of the execution pattern). End of remark.
B.2 Related work
Assuming that each process proposes a value from the set R, approximate agreement requires that the decided values belong to the range of proposed values (validity property), and the difference between any two decided values is upper bounded by a predefined constant ǫ (approximate agreement property) [11] . This problem was introduced in the context of asynchronous systems prone to Byzantine process failures (in this case, the validity and agreement properties apply only to the non-faulty processes). An aim of this paper was to introduce a problem that, contrarily to consensus, can be solved despite asynchrony and process failures. This paper showed that ǫ-approximate agreement can be solved iff n > 5t where t is the maximum number of Byzantine processes.
Differently, in the context of asynchronous read/write systems where processes are prone to crash failures, approximate agreement can be solved for any number of process crashes.
Considering Byzantine failures and asynchronous message-passing systems, ǫ-approximate agreement has very recently been generalized to the case where the proposed values are points in an m-dimensional space R m [26, 33] . A decided value (point) must then belong to the convex hull of the points proposed by the non-faulty processes (validity), and the Euclidean distance between any pair of values -points -decided by non-faulty processes has to be upper bounded by a predefined constant. It is shown in the previous papers, that the problem can be solved despite Byzantine behaviors and asynchrony iff n > t(m + 2).
Our definition of (d, ǫ)-approximate agreement considers another uncertainty feature of distributed computing, namely, the maximal number of processes which may execute solo whose decided values are abstracted by their convex hull.
B.3 An example of application
Let us consider a set of n asynchronous robots able to move in a common d-dimensional space (CORDA model where d ∈ {2, 3} [15, 28] ). The robot gathering problem requires that the robots move to meet in a given area which depends on their initial positions. The initial position of a robot constitutes its input value.
In the context of asynchronous systems where processes can commit Byzantine failures, the approximate agreement algorithm described in [26] solves the robot gathering problem. The area where the non-faulty robots (processes) have to meet is within the convex hull of their initial positions, and the final distance between any two of them is upper bounded by some predefined constant.
As described in the Introduction, when considering robots in the d-solo model, any algorithm solving the (d, ǫ)-solo approximate agreement problem allows the robots to meet in an area within the convex hull defined by their initial positions, and this area is defined by the agreement property of (d, ǫ)-SAA, which is an approximate agreement with respect the convex hull defined by the values decided by the solo processes.
